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The historic Rye House Racing Circuit is one of the oldest
in existance and over the years has hosted many national
and international meetings as well as the regular club
meetings. Regarded by many as the greatest test of driver skill,

Rye House has seen many F1 stars of today (and yesteryear!)
hone their driving skills on this demanding track, on their climb up
the racing ladder. Sections such as “Stadium Bend”, “Reg’s Elbow”
and the “Pylon Complex” are as well regarded by Karter’s as
“Paddock Hill Bend”, the “Tamburello” and the “Rascasse” are to F1
followers.

Hire Kart Racing/Championships. We have a New fleet of Gt2 Karts
which we use for Gp and Endurance Racing. We publish several dates
each month for Open Races when hire drivers race regardless of group
size. Rye House Kart Raceway have just ordered a full compliment of
New racesuits, wetsuits and safety helmets to compliment the already
excellent facilities.

If our dates don’t suit we may be able to offer others subject to availability.
We also offer arrive and drive sessions for adults and children. Hoddesdon
Kart Club MSA Sprint Racing. The HKC resumed racing this year after a
break whilst the track was resurfaced and extended. Catering for virtually
all classes, and with a new team running the meetings, grids are going
from strength to strength. Pro-Kart Owner Driver Endurance Racing.

(non MSA) We have run Prokart endurance events for the last 8 years.
Usually on the second Saturday of each month the races are 3 hrs long in
addition to a qualifying period. Testing during the day, subject to a minimum
grid is exclusive to Prokart drivers. Although run to a set of rules and regs.
the racing is always friendly and the pit lane atmosphere is fantastic. Rotax
(and equivalent) Endurance Racing. (non MSA) Usually held on the fourth
Saturday of each month, a 20 minute practice, 20 minute qualifying
followed by a 40 minute race.

For individuals or teams, this event provides great value for co-owner
drivers or those wishing for something a little different from heats and
finals. Driver Tuition, Arks Instruction & Kart Sales, Rye House Kart
Raceway employ a fully trained team of race instructors.

We specialise in driver training from complete novices, right up to
licence holders wishing to go ‘a bit quicker’! The race school has
seen ‘hundreds’ of drivers successfully take the ARKS test & gain
MSA licenses. As well as driver instruction Rye House Kart
Raceway provide all aspects of race support, our specialist
technicians are available to instruct drivers and mechanics
alike in the art of chassis and engine setup. Please call
 01992 460 895 to discuss rates.


